881027-1a
March 24, 2009
Michael/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
GROUP DISCUSSION REGARDING PROJECTS
This entire tape is a group conversation led by Hatonn regarding doing business in a professional
manner, handling our dealings graciously and with honor. Business knowledge used with a
possibility of reaching out across the world (Russia) and examining particles of a project with
Cellular Cement, Terra Block and modular housing.
30:00 MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881027-1b

881027-1b
March 24, 2009
Michael/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
CELLULAR CEMENT AND CONTACT WITH RUSSIA
Group discussion continues regarding a Cellular Cement Modular Housing Factory and whether to
contact the Russian Embassy and introduce this concept to them. Hatonn says there is a
misconception of these two countries and this could open the way to better relations with Russia. If
you lay good business it is unlimited as to the fragments it can pull. It is necessary to fulfill your
mission and bring as many brothers in as possible and never forget the goal which is Oneness with
God. This project could open doors for a world satellite system.
29:49 MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881027-2a

881027-2a
March 25, 2009
Michael/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
EVERYTHING IS EVERYTHING AS ALL IS RELATED
Group discussion continues regarding contacting the Russian Embassy about modular housing with
Cellular Cement. Hatonn says that All (including brothers in Higher Realms) are learning together
and everything is everything as all is related. Hatonn talks about studies of fleas and other odd
creatures as you can always find someone who is interested. There is lots of goodness left in man to
come forth but it needs fertile ground to do so.
18:57 MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881027-3a

881027-3a
March 25, 2009
Michael/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
TRAINING RECEIVERS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
01:00
01:45
04:12
07:15
15:25
17:00
19:30
27:14
30:15

Training Receivers
Esu Sananda has his own circuit which he periodically releases to other Masters
Receiving transmissions, tones in the head and vibratory responses.....pay attention
The energy and the presence of Esu Sananda coming to one of the group
Going to begin to get communications with you brothers, you will have your own
mechanism
The presence of Germain, Morya, Semjase, and Korton
Sorting has begun, this is a joining of energies
Planet media problems and distresses over relationships
You don't try to fool God, or you are in trouble
MEETING CONTINUED OF TAPE 881027-3b

881027-3b
March 26, 2009
Michael/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
RECEIVING PROCESS AND ENERGIES, HELPING THE CHILDREN
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:14
01:28
03:08
05:56
07:55
11:40
14:00
18:00
24:25
25:00
27:50
29:00
31:30

Receiving Process and Energies, Helping the Children
Receivers experiencing energies and message from Sananda
Discussion about energies, protection, messages and their reason for being here
Sananda has come to bring you peace and stability
Shielding systems around Tehachapi, re-programming of the crystal, and energy sensing
Crystal encapsulated due to hydrogen bomb detonations in Nevada causing jumbled energy
Experiencing matching vibration and tonal energy—you cannot separate it
The animals sense the energy correctly, watch the birds, eagles, hawks, or their absence tells
you more than anything
Group member asks question about children and their beliefs, Satanic drawings, loud music,
lyrics, sex, darkness, etc.
No good or bad....there is Evil and there are forces of darkness
Handle children cautiously, help them come into knowledge of who they are
Sexual relationships and how they are used
Reaching the end of the sorting
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881027-4a

881027-4a
March 26, 2009
Michael/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
DARK ENERGIES AND ASSISTING CHILDREN TO KNOW WHO THEY ARE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Dark Energies and Assisting Children to Know Who They Are
01:40 Hatonn tells a story about a child
03:09 Five year old child gives Hatonn drawing of his spacecraft and describes interior to
perfection
04:00 Child knows where he came from and that he came to command a ship
08:15 Most have come directly from Pleiades
10:00 Story continues
11:50 Each will fulfill their mission
14:25 Regarding suicide...many have birthed into the dark in order to fulfill their karmic debt
15:40 Not believing in good can bring imbalance and confusion
17:52 Many would be shocked to learn of Satanic clubs right here in Tehachapi
23:00 There is more help than you can imagine
24:35 Hatonn shares more information regarding little brothers
27:30 If you acknowledge His knowledge, He will share with you
30:00 Manifested brothers on our side will help, ask Master in and He will guide you
31:00 MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881027-4b

881027-4b
March 26, 2009
Michael/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
MORE ON THE CHILDREN, HUNTING, ABORTION, AND BALANCE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
02:15
02:50
03:41
04:15
05:30
06:30
07:30
08:30
10:00
12:15
15:00
18:30
20:40
31:55

More on the Children, Hunting, Abortion, and Balance
Violence in the cartoons
If you don't know your enemy, how can you combat them?
The problem with hunting is it hardens the heart and reduces life to no value
Eating meat on Pleiades, but you must have balance
Years when not enough food, the animals will not breed, balance comes from nature
Man must exert self control and discipline
Breeding a barren species of women through multiple abortions
Balance and harmony with that which birthed you—the Creation, the Creator
We must stand strong to bring our brothers home...no judgment on hunters or one who has
an abortion.
About broken homes and broken families
When problems are too big, lean on Hatonn and Higher Realms
AIDS and a generation of drugs will effect everyone in the world in a painful way
A philosophical question to Hatonn regarding disagreements in Higher Realms and the
Cosmic Council and how they are resolved--universal Law is always fair
END OF MEETING

881028-1a
April 3, 2009
Michael/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES REGARDING LAND AND ENERGY
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:15
02:00
08:53
11:00
12:15
13:35
17:00
23:15
30:00
32:00
35:25
41:05
42:53
44:31
44:53
45:51
46:00
46:21

Business Opportunities Regarding Land and Energy
Group member activites discussed with Hatonn
Business opportunity discussion
Age is unimportant, knowledge gained from experience
Where you dreamed you wanted to be
Do not have to give up beauty of relationship to make a place
Living conditions and your closeness to God
Hatonn reminisces
Soltec says, "Gold on the Hill"
Mitsubishi machines, power generators, and turbines
Westinghouse wind development and alternative energy forms
Induction versus Synchronous power generators
Earth - a place of sorrow
Native annual ceremony (Aug 16,17), Major Tribal Council meet
Australia and New Zealand and the Aborigines from Lemuria
They are waiting as dream time stopped, Earth holding breath
Some world history
Crystal skulls found in sacred places
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881028-1b

881028-1b
April 4, 2009
Michael/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
CRYSTALS, MOTHER EARTH AND ENERGY
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Crystals, Mother Earth and Energy
00:15 Crystal skulls are living energies and truest, programmable form of thought energy
substances
01:00 Last skulls will hold entirety of the data banks of the Universe
01:30 Mother Earth is tired of being dark and not having a say
03:30 All things have to reach a point of critical stasis
03:40 At static point will be the quiet, stillness and resting time
04:40 Great Pyramid, Andes, Central America all had places in this cycle
05:40 TAPE REPEATS FROM BEGINNING
11:00 Message continues
11:05 Planetary death has been reached and all creatures know it
12:50 Natural crystal vortices, some placed at conception
13:35 Crystal locations, i.e., Sedona, AZ (near Four Corners area), and Hawaiian Islands has a
very large one
14:25 Mother's Heart, most powerful energy level
14:30 Nervous and circulatory system within planet, as within self
15:30 Man became destructive like the cancer cell
17:35 Book of Revelation, some truth in Bible after all
22:00 Programming of the Soul is energy felt
25:40 Child will build walls, insulating from everything into cocoon
28:58 Feeling God is quiet and holy, thank God for having the experience even for a minute
31:00 So many instructions, so many gurus
36:53 Enjoy a space trip to Mars
37:20 Man was always Man, always in the thought of God
39:55 Re-evolution when Man fell from Grace into darkness
41:15 Gift of reason given to Man
45:32 MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881028-2

881028-2
April 4, 2009
Michael/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
END TIMES, TRANSITIONING AND YOUR CHILDREN
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:20
02:30
03:30
04:20
04:55
05:50
07:30
10:30
11:00
12:50
13:15
13:50
14:30
16:00
16:10
19:00
21:00
23:00
23:40
24:00
26:00

End Times, Transitioning and Your Children
You must release those transitioning
Compassion and feeling is expressing your Godness
Children are safe, turn their names over to us
Releasing loved ones even into disaster
You can guide, you can love, and love enough to let go
We do not interfere with your decisions
Perception of Judgment Day, you cannot have weakness
Get strong enough to handle what comes to you
Guide children to the best of your ability when in their presence and give them a good image
to emulate
All you have is the essence of God
You are always in God's Hands
You are going to cry and weep and it will be soul cleansing
Recognizing God, which is love and compassion
Understanding illusion makes you humble
Humility is the Holiness of the Father, for that is His image
Read Sipapu, searching for the ancient way and building sacred medicine wheels
Words do not make you Holy
You came to make a contribution to Mother Earth
Man is going to make it or perish
When searching, go to Hatonn who will show you the way
END OF MEETING

881030-1a
July 11, 2009
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
OUR DESTINY AND OUR WORK
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:32
00:54
03:17
03:45
05:57
07:10
08:13
10:34
11:45
12:42
13:37
14:11
15:08
15:48
17:50
19:01
20:25
22:05
25:31
28:51
29:47

Our Destiny and Our Work
We communicate by radio
Mother Earth is being killed
The closer the nucleus of this group the more the energy increases
You are all busy working in the dream state
There is no metaphysical or new age movement here
Looking different can mean a sign of dis-respect
The ships orbit the stars and purposely look like stars
We have a service to be done unto the Father
This group came for one purpose---to get the Word out
The planet is a mess and we are allowed to help set it right
Tehachapi will be lifted 12-15 hundred feet
There will be a split down the middle of the Pacific Ocean and Atlantic Ocean
Our children will be stuck with the mess---their children will experience the radiance
Using fantasy as a method to get the word out
Getting in touch with your I AM frequency
We are coming to work with you, just physica, vibration, no mystery
Man has a negative tendency to kill or make Gods out of what he does not understand
What did you do for Christ?
Nothing will be the same as it was---feel it and know it
This movie is destined to happen--the technology will come--our business is to bring it forth
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881030-1b

881030-1b
July 11, 2009
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C.Hatonn
HAVE YOU HAD ENOUGH?
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:10
01:58
02:30
03:16
06:20
08:08
10:47
14:00
16:33
18:23
36.07
36:44
37:06
37:25
39:05
41:50
43:01
45:35
46:22
46:22

Have You Had Enough?
The bad get rich and the poor get poorer
When you see the truth then you say--NO MORE
We are at the end of a cycle
AIDS was created by man--it will not be cured
Activities of the addicted must be stopped---we must show a better way
You can change--YOU control what you do
Most sexual activity is for control--not love
Raise your vibration so you can travel in a light beam and not kill your body
Fragments will not come all together in one person
THIS TAPE REPEATS MESSAGE THEN PICKS UP NEW MESSAGE
There is not one human soul that does not feel it is here for a purpose
When we move into the radiance, the darkness will not be
We will watch the masses be taken out
The ones remaining will rebuild and have a glorious time
Guide the young ones--never demand
Never underestimate a child
Forget what was--- stay in present
Hatonn steps aside
TAPE STARTS OVER
MEETING CONTINUES ON 881030-2a

881030-2a
July 12, 2009
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE COMING TOGETHER IN THIS PLACE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 The Coming Together In This Place
00:20 Look at the Catholic Church today--it is the serpent eating itself--it is bankrupt
01:01 Hatonn suggests we know the system so that we can work within it, always working within
the law
02:20 You will manifest the funds
03:29 Our world is making its transition into the fourth dimension
04:30 TV and motion pictures can reach every soul from the deepest part of Africa to South
America
05:02 There is no judgment, man makes the choice
05:47 From the dimensions of the God Self, you made a choice to be here
06:15 The ideas will be put right in Wally Gentleman's head and his hands will perfect them
07:45 You have to have the barter system
08:10 It took awhile to get you all together at the starting gate
08:42 You need a lot of money
09:40 Hatonn does not care what religion a person has coming into this group
10:20 The dark energies do not want to be in the Light
11:01 Hatonn can only give encouragement to you ones
11:57 We are going to build our own mortgage banks, we will build a college
TAPE REPEATS
12:12 METTING CONTINUES ON TAPE 881030-2B
881030-2b
July 13, 2009
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
HATONN GIVES A VERY INSPIRING MESSAGE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:50
02:10
03:17
04:06
04:36
05:14
06:45
07:15

Hatonn Gives a Very Inspiring Message
You don't have to grow old--bodies are timeless
You picture that dome complex
Part of the crystal will come to the surface
Little Crow was given the vision
Cities will go--it is destined
Most will want to be saved--they don't want to work
The Bird Tribe is ready to fly
TAPE ENDS AND REPEATS--THE MEETING ENDS

881031-1
July 13,2009
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn and Grandfather
IMPORTANT MESSAGES
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
02:01
02:52
03:20
03:59
04:44
05:15
06:20
06:42
09:01
11:03
16:46
20:52
22:12
23:40
24:08
24:55
25:18
26:28
27:13
27:44
29:03
29:34

Important Messages
Your previous agreements are coming into your knowledge and this causes you confusion
Commanders have a very severe disciplinary system
Hatonn transfers a whole fleet by thought power alone
You, who are here now, are the nucleus in the process of building a new city
You are forming friendship bonds with Commanders
Pay attention to your news, especially geophysical changes
Hatonn wants you all to experience receiving verbally
Korton is in total command of all communications systems
You must learn to balance what is happening and what is coming
When practicing receiving, ask first of your source if there is time for the practice
Go to your personal guides first
Hatonn will step aside for GRANDFATHER
There must be open communication
Earth is going to shift--there will be interplay between us and ones on the ground
There will be days when I will call an earthquake alert
You are going to unlearn as fast as you are going to learn
Grandfather objects to everyone making medicine wheels--that is a power that you are not
aware of
Bringing the highest power down upon your heads
A medicine wheel is a signal to the highest energy in the universe to come
These are the old teachings and traditions of the ancient brotherhood
Playing with the feathers and pipe is akin to atomic dynamite
MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 881031-2a

881031-2a
July 15, 2009
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BUILDING FOUNDATIONS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:53
01:37
02:42
03:12
05:26
06:40
08:06
09:44
13:08
15:10
15:35
16:25
19:16
21:23
22:20
22:53
24:10
25;09
26:14

Building Foundations
There must be time for coming together--you are going through the birthing of a world
Don't give up the "Human Touch"
Father God does not think his children have grown properly
Free will choice--your only gift
We have proposals
The group pours energy into phone call from Westinghouse Corporation
You must know the goal
The energy that is sent triggers the individual thought processes
Group discussion on status of Westinghouse
Project your plans outward toward the goal--then work backwards
The bankers are going to manage to bankrupt the Middle East--anywhere there is oil
Price of oil will rise as well as electricity
Our projects begin to look very good
Always ask for input from the higher sources
World scared to death for wrong reasons
Alternative energy can be our salvation
You need the Westinghouse turbines
Build for winds up to 175 mph
We will pour energy into upcoming book--first, are you building a sound foundation/plan for
promotion?
30:50 You are showing the world how to produce a product
30:20 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 881031-2b
881031-2b
Jult 16, 2009
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
This repetitious tape lasts a maximum of 3 minutes, when a successful telephone call is received.
Hatonn congratulates everyone and the meeting is adjourned.

881101-a
April 2, 2009
Michael, Adrian, Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
EARTHQUAKES AND PREPARATION
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:14
01:00
02:27
05:15
05:56
06:58
08:16
09:00
13:10
16:20
17:28
18:40
20:27
22:36
27:15
29:01
31:00

Earthquakes and Preparation
Be alert, everything relates to everything
Activity in Ring of Fire
Pendulum as earthquake indicator
Commander Korton monitoring thought waves
Evacuation
Evil activity, Halloween, devil worship
Earthquake response
Sonic quakes, earthquake discussion
Sonic boom question
Sensing earthquakes, Soltec, Korton, evacuation preparation
Food and beverages, emergency provisions, power outages
Onions and garlic benefits
Earthquake drill, importance of earthquake preparadness
Far East Teachers, Satya Sai Baba, transition and divinity
Lights in the sky, visible acknowledgement
Learn from errors, evaluate everything with wisdom
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881101-b

881101-b
JULY 16, 2009
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
KEEPING TRACK OF THE NEWS WITH DISCERNMENT
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Keeping Tract of The News With Discernment
00:40 What would we do with a B-52 on the moon versus the Chernoble story?--these are
distractors to separate you from your mission
02:48 Helping Hatonn with news of the day
06:19 Ceasar Chavez is in the hospital--discussion as to method of approaching him for a private
business meeting
08:48 Listen carefully to what Chavez says
13:18 Unions for the most part have been corrupted
14:17 Hardly anyone is coming into the Light
16:42 Mexico is gone economically--news buried in newspapers
18:28 How banks set up holding company to bankrupt Mexico
21:41 Tri-lateral commission comes to Marcos
23:45 Our monetary system is gone
24:37 Hatonn wants to know how the news is impacting you
28:48 Appeal to man's higher motives to get him on your side--ask him for help
30:30 We are in the business of making money
32:05 END OF MEETING

881104-a
July 22.2009
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPES: G.C. Hatonn
VISIONS OF DOCUMENTARIES
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:22
01:42
04:57
05:40
06:34
08:21
09:14
10:48
12:00
14:07
15:27
15:50
16:40
18:10
21:58
24:05
26:22
30:15
42:32
46:17

Visions of Documentaries
Hatonn starts to put the pressure on to have things done in a more orderly fashion
It is now suggested that you call on Aton or your guides when you have questions
The original documentary will basically be a historical happening of the onset of this
program
Vandenberg missile launch
We need to be able to turn out documentaries in a weeks time
Only geting black, narrow news coming out now
Heavy metal music--devil worship music
Non-news in fragments are scattered about, they need to be collected away from here
We presented a bad image in the beginning
We do not have a defense system in this country
Things will get more and more intense
We saw miracles happen yesterday
Always relate things to things
The magic word--VISION
The reason people die is because they are bored out of their mind
Update on business presentations
Hatonn gives honor
Never underestimate the power of prayer
Marcos's were set up---they will be destroyed
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881104-b

881104-b
February 16, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
FUN PROPOSALS AND FUNDING
TIME: SUBJECT
00:00
00:09
04:39
09:05
11:31
11:55
12:44
14:26
15:57
17:20
24:24
25:08
25:40
26:30
27:57
29:00
30:41
33:50
35:00
39:46
40:35
43:32
45:03

Fun Proposals and Funding
Business meeting on proposals and funding, seed money, loans
Hatonn interjects some excellent business advice and instruction
Hatonn explains the Federal Reserve and the role of debt as it relates to our economy and
world economy
Drugs are the only economy that most countries have anymore
Watch these two words: re-structuring and re-financing, they equate to destruction--prolongs
the debt
Inflation is a misnomer---it appears to be inflation, it is not-- it is the increase of DEBT
You have no production, the business world is in trouble--your salaries are going down
Loans to other countries---Mexico in dire straits and are doing the only thing they can
Business discussion resumes
Conversation encompasses many possibilities such as a major healthfood store, feed and
grain store, and a complete dairy farm
The first intent should be aquiring land
All must be written down in order to have an overview
Terra Block is discussed
School in Spain teaches principles of dome building
There is a fault that runs under the town of Tehachapi
Do not live for disaster
A product called bladder material for mending cracks, etc.
Do not expect an earthquake higher than 3.7 in this area
You must learn how to play the game
Try to get banking, etc. OUT of Los Angeles
Play every angle available
END OF MEETING

881105-a
February 18, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE G. C. HATONN
REPORTS FOR HATONN
TIME: SUBJECT
00:00 Reports for Hatonn
00:09 This is a business meeting for all to give their reports on status of projects, funding and
verbal interchange with new contacts. Hatonn interjects feedback and instructions.
08:32 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 881105-b

881105-b
February 18, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G. C. Hatonn
AN EXPRESSION OF LOVE FROM HATONN
TIME: SUBJECT
00:00 An Expression of Love from Hatonn
00:35 There is very high frequency energy coming from this place, crafts are in area in visible
form almost 100% of the time now
00:56 There is energy restructuring, a lot of emotions up and down
02:22 An employment agency is ready to start up in Tehachapi
03:02 Compiling information on several houses in immediate area for purchase
08:16 Consider building homes with new style, also having model homes to show
08:55 Quiet place needed in order to work on programs, etc
10:49 Hatonn expressed his love and appreciation for all of crew
10:58 Salu, Salu. Salu
11:00 END OF MEETING

881106-1b
February 21, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G. C. Hatonn, Sananda
NEW BUSINESSES IN TEHACHAPI, SANANDA MESSAGE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:27
02:17
03:03
04:10
04:35
05:08
06:22
06:55
08:52
10:15
16:00
18:52
20:58
27:10
27:37
29:40
31:27
34:06
36:44
40:40

New Businesses in Tehachapi, Sananda Message
What will happen when the Japanese stop supporting our money system
The bankers will do what they can to shore up the system to protect themselves
They will freeze everything and recall the gold
You built a computer based on mathmatical projections
You are in a period of deflation not inflation
You have cycles, it is all written in your cycles
Corporations--Hatonn knows the rules
Never break the law
Never get a patent, it calls attention to you
Esu Sananada gives a message read by Rick
It behooves you all to listen to the Master Jesus, Esu's teachings are total Truth
Ready for the next step regarding buying a printing business
Discussion of different types of businesses for this town
Los Angeles will be a wretched mess
All your power (water and electricity) comes from the East
Corporations will be leasing employees
The new thing will be all chiefs and no indians
Nevada is the strongest "business" community in the world
The laws are made to be imperfect
Unsophisticated people leave the cities and go to small towns thinking they can make it
there
40:57 Be careful about blabbering, so much better to keep mouth shut
45:09 MEETING CONTINUES ON 881106-2a

881106-2a
FEBRUARY 23, 2010
Nicky//Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
HATONN PLAYS AT THE GAME OF BUSINESS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:12
01:32
02:02
03:30
05:00
11:28
14:10
16:24
23:20
24:27
25:45
26:01

Hatonn Plays At The Game of Business
Get out of the stock market completely, begin to buy silver and gold
Learn to keep your mouth shut
The dollar will stand longer
There is a good side to the depression
We have a system in dealing with money
Wood chips and Terra Block
Hatonn expresses his love of the business game; he always goes out to win the game
Reference to the house being a miracle in terms of prolonging litigation
Dharma can stage a counter- suit
Hatonn cannot interfere but he can allow ones to botch it up, he is loving it
The pressure that has been brought to bear will be turned into an asset
The saga of the highly respected professional business man who has brought great rewards
to the mission
31:08 MEETING CONTINUES ON 881106-2b

881106-2b
February 26, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
HONORING THE PAST--BUILDING A FUTURE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Honoring The Past-- Building The Future
00:39 Hatonn speaks of the demise of Paul and the process the soul experiences and the reactions
of those left behind
11:08 Question regarding opening an emploment/payroll service in Tehachapi
12:09 Gather information talking to people first
13:09 Write a proposal for a business of considerable size
19:53 There will be no shortage of help in this community
21:09 Cosco pays starting cashiers $30,000 per year with motivational bonuses, and have no
employee problems
23:07 We are going to have a period of two to five wretched years, and when the system collapses
there will be a depression
24:24 Hatonn explains how bonds will make money for investors
25:34 You will utilize the children after school
26:56 We will practice nepotism to its very limit
28:39 Hatonn has no limits in planning a community
29:17 If you buy property here, buy all empty property around it
30:01 There will be unbelievably cruel atmosphereic changes
31:56 You will not have typical temperatures as felt now
32:56 You can depend on Iowa, Kansas and their growing fields not to have any rain
33:39 There will be a time when winds will blow from every direction
34:20 You will notice the absence of darkness (murders, crimes)
34:44 Avoid nuclear destruction
35:14 The fourth dimension
38:40 Devil worship in Hollywood/other cities-- will get worse
41:59 Takeovers of corporations
45:20 Aho, my blessings, my love, it shall be, it is already done
45:45 END OF TAPE

881107-1a
February 27, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: Speaker: Kareem/Kris, G.C. Hatonn to Monitor
THINGS ARE HEATING UP IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:33
00:53
02:00
06:21
11:51
15:32
17:04
19:58
20:15
20:26
23:12
23:59
25:44
28:28
29:59
32:38
32:21
35:27
38:25
40:14
43:20
46:11
46:43

Things Are Heating Up in More Ways Than One
"BUILDING BIOLOGY" Title of talk
Mr. Tesla sits with us
Healthy home building
Must consider home in wholeness, environment, building materials--no toxic materials,
everything in harmony
"S" Corporation manufactures ceramic stove kits
Wood burning appliances may be a better name
Hatonn asks how long from funding to production
Tehachapi is a survival city
Major crystal of Lumeria at this location
Getting down to basic business
Mr. Tesla writes that we need back- up systems
We will have no electric or gas when the "big one" hits
Volcanos will spew radioactive materials throughout western states
Winters will become severe, summers unbelieveably hot, winds unbelievable
Woodchips can be compressed into logs and burned in the ceramic stove
Kareem and Telsa are old old friends
Funding coming in now
The world is in a state of bankruptcy
Terra Bricks can be used in building stove
The stove factory would look good near the domes
Write proposals that give basic thrust of quality and quantity
You will need massive greenhouses and they need to be heated
TAPE CONTINUES ON 881107-1b

881107-1b
February 27, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn, Nikola Tesla
NIKOLA TESLA ALIAS LEONARDO DE VINCI
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:15
00:45
02:37
05:49
07:40
08:10
08:52
09:33
10:10
11:17

Nikola Tesla Alias Leonardo de Vinci
Greenhouse situation will become extremely important
Major world upheavals and improving man's lot
Questions on proposals
Nikola Tesla here to respond, remains in his dimensional energy for us because the free
energy is to come
Tesla's inventions were created in the fourth dimesion
Many things came forward at the time I was Leonardo de Vinci
Tesla may not give technical information, your place is under surveilance
It is my honor to be here, we have waited eons
Families must be gathered together as a unit
TAPE CONTINUES ON 881107-2a

881107-2a
February 28, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn, Germain in His Energetic Form
BEAM ME UP SCOTTIE AND LET'S TALK TO THE MASTERS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
02:09
03:04
03:35
05:33
06:12
09:57
14:34
18:26
22:00
26:01
28:34
30:24
34:00
34:48
37:30
39:42
42:16
46:23

Beam me Up Scottie and Let's Talk to the Masters
Sometimes stabilization is necessary so ones do not hurt themselves
The human body cannot make that transition from any great distance
Most coming off alien craft are cloned or robots, they do not have pupils, they have mirrors
instead
The robots (androids) are confused by energies that fight back, they are intelligent machines
Their contract was to do research on man for the beaming up process, it requires drawing
blood
The effect of meditation upon the eyes
Germain's energy is present--how he can speak through you
It's the energy you watch for--instructions follow
Hatonn speaks of Germain, Lord Michael, Jesus the Christ
America was always intended as a place where the Light would come at this particular time
We experience everything, everywhere at all times
You were given free will energy in order to grow and gain knowledge
All knowledge is Light
Time does not exist, all an illusion
You are a figment of God's imagination
Definition of time
Tesla stove
TAPE CONTINUES ON 881107-2b

881107-2b
February 28, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE G. C. Hatonn
ARE WE REPEATING OURSELVES?
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:35
01:14
04:04
05:05
06:13
07:04
08:40
09:04
11:56
14:42
15:37
15:50
18:05
19:06
22:06
24:25
24:26
48:55

Are we Repeating Ourselves?
An idea out of its time cannot move, in part it is about a world in bankruptucy
Most cannot afford a 3,000 dollar stove
Discussion of propane as an energy source
Germain is back in his energetic form
Korton comes in on a Silver Ray
Craft are everywhere--incredible earthquake in China several years ago annihilated 100,000
underground nuclear armed troops
A shuttle on pad with secret military satellite: Russia has an identical one ready to go
TAPE STARTS OVER
TAPE REPEATS AT 04:04 SEGMENT
Discussion regards contacting the Masters
Your job is to get proposals written and a city built
Don't get out of perspective regarding what you are about
When they need you, you will know it
Korton, Soltec, and Semjase will be here when upheavals begin
The Violet Ray has never left this house
Salu
TAPE ENDS AND REPEATS AGAIN
END OF TAPE

881111-1a
February 23, 2010
Nicky/Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
YOU MUST ASK
TIME
00:00
00:07
02:17
02:37
03:58
04:25
05:58
07:39
09:36
10:36
11:34
12:36
13:54

SUBJECT
You Must Ask
You exist between two worlds now
It is not we, it is you, your soul knows why you are here
Your super- consciousness knows your purpose
The woman's role is to tend the house and children
There is a hormonal change, a protective feeling that comes from the male, a nurturing that
brings balance comes from the female
We cannot do anything until you ask
Hatonn does not like what the world has done to his children who have so willingly come
You must stay attuned to the crying out of your brother
The ones of Reticulum lost their feelings
Clear your space
The devil is something conjured up by man
TAPE CONTINUES ON 881111-1b (tape repeats three times)

881111-1b
February 27, 2010
Dan/Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
HERE A DIMENSION--THERE A DIMENSION--JOURNEY OF SOUL
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Here a Dimension--There a Dimension--Journey of Soul
00:28 Earth is the hardest experience in all the universe
01:31 The room fills with fragments--they know there will be a lesson today, teachers bring
students as well
04:27 To experience in the third dimesion is an unbelievable experience--some good, some bad,
but of free-will choice
07:45 Somewhere along the trail of life evolution, man put the super-consciousness aside
12:07 Man does not want to see the Truth
13:45 This world is going to make a transition too
14:28 We made a commitment to God to see Earth through this transition and to spread the Word
throughout this Planet
16:12 Preparations must be made now in beauty, glory and good business
17:54 You came through the birth canal carrying the genes of your mother and father and the Soul
of God
19:34 Go inward and be gentle with each other
23:39 Discussion and sharing of group regarding projects, funding and packages.
29:50 You turned this over to the Father, and now you grow impatient
30:51 TAPE CONTINUES ON 881111-2a

881111-2a
February 23, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
OUR COMMANDER IS THE BEST
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:14
02:33
03:14
04:17
04:58
05:20
05:35
05:45
08:57
10:16
11:07
11:40
17:30
19:47
22:23
27:09
29:50
31:00

Our Commander Is The Best
Esoteric vs. factual equity participation
Profits will be rolled back into fringe benefits
You will not be doing business like you ever did business before
Hatonn's definition of esoteric is new age flake
Do not put a proposal out as God's work
The brotherhood of bankers
Always hold balance and discernment
Key is to let them know that proposal is to make money
Stay in your integrity
Remember your sources
Keep to your purpose and dreaming and intention, corporations will never be big, will split
up to keep small, and never taken public
Discussion on various properties
We always use assets of the group
Use discretion when exploring possibilities
Something happening in Tehachapi
Business will not be structured as we have known it
Are we having fun yet?
TAPE CONTINUES ON 881111-2b

881111-2b
February 24, 2010
Dan/Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:57
02:25
03:10
04:20
05:30
06:30
07:54
08:15
08:44
09:54
11:05
14:46
14:50

Truth or Consequences
Tuela's new book brings questions on reinterpretation
Truth was written down at the beginning of your World
Ones continue to search the world over to change your truth
Rumor that the dark forces are NOT going to impact you--Bull S____
Do not try to change the script, it is already done
It is ordained to be, why we are here
The dark side lies in order to put us back to sleep
The script was written by God
Why would you want to change it?
Your world is dying, a physical, emotional death of fear, terror, and total boredom
How to meet the needs of those who come here?
AHO
END OF MEETING

881117-a
3 May 2009
Adrian/Michael/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BUSINESS MEETING
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:26
02:10
02:45
03:30
04:10
05:30
11:30
15:40
17:50
22:00
23:50
25:00
33:00
34:20
37:00
38:04
38:30
40:20
42:00
42:40
44:00
46:00

Business Meeting
Beginning process for Dharma/Hatonn
Past experiences impact present
El Morya's message
Crystals as God's creatures
Never destroy or sacrifice any of God's creatures for self
Intent is important
Discussion regarding blundering, negative lessons, and funding
Hatonn won't go away
Acceptance of Truth and trust
Luther ranch and Water Canyon sacred places
Soltec's message regarding proposal for properties
Conversation regarding land proposal, funding, and bonding
Where in the world is Land Syndicate?
Two types of bonds
Need greenhouses and places for research
A sacred altar for Indians
What are priorities and what do we need?
City facilities and $3.5 million dollar sewage bond
Buy bonds to purchase land
Sewer system problems now and those coming
Meetings and research within community
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881117-b

881117-b
February 24, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THINK BIG--- WORK SMALL
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
01:15
03:00
04:38
07:19
07:36
08:17
16:00
16:46
17:22
19:22
20:37
21:22
24:34
25:00
27:15
29:10
31:55
33:21
35:11
39:57
40:50
44:58

Think Big---Work Small
The small town of Tehachapi and new people coming in
Status of infrastructure
It is the Father's plan, you don't have to push
You will have the same write- up for every proposal
All things can be worked on assumptions
Projects will require a large sewage system
Let us look at what is....we have no up-front money
An investor with an unlimited supply of money
Every project should be sent to everyone
The City has to come into its own comfort zone
Hatonn is irritated with the foolish games ones play
How do we get past now to get there?
Great insecurity in the open market places
Our first obligation is to the Father for the story
One of the key investors will fund as soon as he knows you mean business
Hatonn needs a satelite dish so he can get on television
Write proposals as fast as you can in the time that you have
Keeping Mr. Bush alive
The three million requested is your saviour
When you get funding then you go like gangbusters to get your land
The earnest intent brings three million up-front
END OF MEETING

881121-1a
February 25, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
01:54
02:11
04:25
05:14
05:54
06:33
07:09
09:55
15:57
17:19
19:11
21:52
23:30
24:35
25:16
33:17
46:17

Thinking Outside The Box
Hatonn speaks about the necessity of lists and note taking
A reading of Hatonn's needs, clear channels, 30 pounds off Dharma, access to information
This group IS the nucleus, you must know what is going on
Clippings need to be organized
How many are reading "A Brief History of Time?" (in the group)
Watch your dollar--not your stock market, watch interest rates, bond rates, treasury bonds,
plus earth movements
You are headed for the biggest depression this world has even known
There will be volcanic eruption of Mt. Shasta
Iran--Iraq--crude---why important
Price of oil is not high enough to enable some countries to pay notes
Mr. Bush and the Middle East peace thrust....watch Israel
We have three years (to work on projects)
Everything dastardly will be happening--watch what they don't say
We must get news into this place---fix the satellite dish
Getting firm commitments
How the games are played
TAPE CONTINUES ON 881121-1b

881121-1b
May 5, 2009
Adrian/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BUSINESS MEETING CONTINUED
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:14
04:10
04:30
05:00
06:18
06:40
07:30
08:00
08:50
11:00
13:00
13:20
15:00
19:00
21:00
22:54
23:49
26:36
31:00
32:49
35:00
38:00
41:07

Business Meeting Continued
Business discussion, good, clean paperwork 100% time
Buying gold
Japanese certificates and price of dollar
Credit cards and credit card debt
Feds increase the debt, World is bankrupt
Depression and war, how to handle
Liquidity is a lie
Gemstones, diamonds, platinum, gold, silver
Treasury bonds will be last to fold up
Business lessons and funding for projects
Sananda always available for guidance on projects
Germain also good source for guidance
Big Boys should be used for the small stuff
Father (Aton) is always Just
Deciding which project
Tape briefly jumps back to beginning discussion
Business discussion continues regarding Futuronics
Satellite system for Skylink, and funding
Cellular Cement vs Stretched skins
Sacramento domes, Cellular Cement costs
Futuronics building dome projections
What has been decided today
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881121-2

881121-2
May 6, 2009
Adrian/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BUSINESS MEETING
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:26
04:31
09:30
11:30
12:08
14:50

Business Meeting
Discussion regarding dome backup numbers
Racetrack people and Tehachapi Clydesdales
Approval of projects and funding
Investors and Brokers, tedious business
Oregon not allowed to invest in any foreign bank
END OF MEETING

881121-3a
May 6, 2009
Adrian/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BUSINESS MEETING
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:30
01:00
02:20
03:20
06:20
08:08
08:20
12:30
13:30
14:00
15:30
16:41
20:58
23:30
28:00
31:32

Business Meeting
Update on land project with others in group
Discussion on fees and bank transfers
Continuing discussion on the project and funding projects
Magnitude of projects and obtaining the $3 million
Funding from other sources for 1989
ABT and Terra Block contracts
Florida, ABT and Assadurian Building
Window of opportunity before Bush takes office
Bush re-elected and World breathed sigh of relief
U.S. not producing anything, a service nation, all money to debt
Certified financials, paperwork preparation
Set up Corporation, protect investors
Honoring those who have stepped forward
Switzerland, Munich have lots of money stacked up
Inquiry regarding an international banking source
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881121-3b

881121-3b
February 25, 2010
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
ONE STEP AT A TIME
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:19
01:01
10:13
12:52
13:16
18:10
21:30
22:45
27:01
28:19
29:23
31:39

One Step at a Time
Will not need any more funding sources
A discussion about the various investors
Hatonn explains strategy--will not do anything shady
Will always be setting up corporations
You do not want huge corporations
Covering our tracks--playing one by one
You can set up your own family corporation and manage it yourself
A new corporation is a new baby, they are Nevada citizens
A moisture-measuring device
We have not even seen a brick (Terra Block) for 3 years
Always play from strength
END OF TAPE

881123-1a
8 May 2009
Adrian/Michael/Eleanor
BUSINESS MEETING: G.C. Hatonn
BUSINESS MEETING ON OPPORTUNITES AND FINANCIAL PACKAGES
00:00
07:20
14:40
30:37
32:20
33:30
34:23
37:00
39:00
44:32
45:20

Business meeting on opportunites and financial packages
Satellite network hooked up with Futuronics project
Terra Block and tract homes
Filming Sipapu in Utah
Thuela book
Planet/Comet Wormwood energy ball of pure Light
Transition of the planet
Weight on poles, stress, torque around equator
Resurfacing of destroyed continents
All have come from the Master Realms of God
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881123-1b

881123-1b
11 May 2009
Adrian/Michael/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn, Ashtar
RECEIVING AND RESPONSIBILITY FOR CONTACT
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:10
01:00
01:40
05:20
06:50
09:10
14:30
16:30
20:25
32:20
40:50
41:20
42:40
44:16

Receiving and Responsibility for Contact
Business meeting continues, World is in jeopardy
Channels should not give timing
Thuela and probabilities
Hatonn is a record keeper of Universe, a bookkeeper
Hierarchy, Blue/Purple Ray
Ashtar and Hatonn give economic review
Receivers check credentials
Doris/Dharma questions on receiving
Hatonn's response on receiving
Ashtar's message on receiving
Looking at final days
Warnings, Book of Revelations, and Genesis
Transition of a planet
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881123-2

881123-2
11 May 2009
Adrian/Michael/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
EXPECTATIONS OF MESSAGES FROM HATONN
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:15
09:20
09:40
16:40
18:40
28:30
31:00

Expectations of Messages from Hatonn
Business meeting continues with question on Wormwood
Sipapu motion picture and financing
TAPE RETURNS TO BEGINNING
Tape returns to projects and cash flow
Motion picture project
Overlapping messages perception of time and illusion
END OF MEETING

881125-a
13 May 2009
Adrian/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SORTING, VERIFICATION, UTILIZATION OF INFORMATION, STAR TREK
TIME SUBJECT
00:14
00:38
02:00
04:00
05:20
06:00
07:00
08:00
12:00
14:00
15:00
19:30
19:45
20:20
24:00
24:30
29:00
31:08
33:10
34:00
39:00
41:20
42:45

Sorting, Verification, Utilization of Information, Star Trek
Difficulty sorting, negative thoughts and energies
Astral dark energies have been removed
Hatonn's message read
Receiver's needed for Ashtar
Responsibility of receiving
Illusions, delusions, discernment
Misinformation, Thueta
Star Trek movie
Fleet command manual instructions
Capt. Kirk, Romulans, Vulcans, Spock, Phasors
Mr. Edison, and Mr. Bell, who stole idea from Mr. Rice
Man never changes, he recycles, dreams come from ethers
Buck Rogers, Sky King, captured the imagination
Sipapu life story
Motion picture documentaries
Choosing artists for Sipapu movie
Childlren are fearful, do not disappoint them
Sipapu as Star Trek
History being made, evolution of planet, prophesies fulfilled
Achieving more Light, getting all the pieces back to God
Lemurians have lived in Mt. Shasta for eons of time
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881125-b

881125-b
13 May 2009
Adrian/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
REALMS OF SPACE AND SPIRITUALITY OF MAN
TIME SUBJECT
00:08
01:00
02:40
04:00
05:30
06:40
11:50
12:30
14:00
15:00
18:40
25:40
28:00
32:30
33:00
40:20
44:00

Realms of Space and Spirituality of Man
Physical matter being managed by God
Leonard Nimoy, Star Trek
Perturbations in Universe, other places in evolution
Darkness carried whether from Mars, Venus, etc.
Ashtar business is serious, stationing fleets for evacuaton
Star Wars discussion
Peace surrounds planet during cricital evolution
Higher energies impact through the mind
Murder is death of one by another
Karma goes all the way to God source
Suffering, pain, and not understanding
Reaching Oneness
Sathya Sai Baba and meditation
Longingness and loneliness to be with the Father again
Your bodies need tending, information sensors
END OF MEETING

881128-1a
February 15, 2010
Dan/Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BEHIND THE SCENES WITH SIPAPU, MIND FUNCTION
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Behind the Scenes with Sipapu, Mind Function
00:34 Business projects review, domes
03:40 Wally Gentleman's letter re: soul interaction with physical vision, perception, hearing, brain
as a receiving mechanism, role of external input, instinctive response
05:15 Perception of reality according to senses, route of waves carrying data to sensors sorted
according to type of sensor, to brain process data, more processing
08:05 Conscious, subconscious, super-conscious
09:40 Perception, thought portrayed in panorama on the screen of the third eye, holographic form
10:27 Transportation of matter
11:00 Nicola Tesla, higher mental projection, manifestation techniques
13:04 Projection to movie goers of all senses and motion, third dimensional holographs
15:15 Mass of audience reproducing the same thought
15:50 Build in perception first, going to be a physical and mental experience for viewing audience
17:44 Wally perceives audience reacting in various ways, concern regarding accuracy of detail on
story-board
23:56 Mothership will have to be used, cloud formation will block out craft
26:55 Energy forms will be moving up and down beams
28:29 Area encapsulated as a mother craft, village will be isolated
29:19 Evacuation, plan cities to hold 150,000
33:30 Humongous mothercraft, atmosphere could ignite and/or be very toxic
34:01 Everything must move perfectly, will be myriad of shuttle craft
37:04 Dharma recounts her beam aboard experience
45:45 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 881128-1b

881128-1b
March 1, 2010
Chris/Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
LIFT-OFF TRAINING 101
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Lift-off Training 101
00:20 Scottie and Spock make it look easy
02:40 There is a bar just below the shoulder blades where vibrations, sensation and body scanning
comes from
03:35 TAPE STARTS OVER
05:00 Transportation of people discussed
08:22 Dealing with hundreds of thousands of engery forms who are terrified
09:10 We put a device over the face that causes the body not to need oxygen while the body
disintegrates
11:05 Re-assembling the body
13:05 It is a serious game we are about, but surely not boring
15:06 We have to pick up the frequency of the heart beat, nerve impulses, and pulsating of the
blood stream
16:58 You came to rebuild it
17:53 We must do it, or because of free-will, we do not have to do it--it is still a choice
19:58 Each of you has a talent, a contribution can be made
22:04 Most have not been through this before--John has done it before
24:00 The astral plane is where you can get into trouble
26:16 Higher frequency in fourth dimesion, a finer, more light weight form
33:50 Sudden changes in the energy patterns
36:28 No air, can't breathe--hold your breath
45:06 MEETING CONTINUES ON 881128-2a

881128-2a
March 2, 2010
Chris/Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
MEMORIES FROM ANOTHER TIME AWAKENED
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Memories From Another Time Awakened
The entire tape, forty five minutes, is about extracting information about a shuttle craft from
Randall, who has been put into an altered state by Hatonn. The craft is described in great detail by
Randall as he answers questions asked by Hatonn. Hatonn states that Randall has personal
knowledge of craft from former lifetimes.
This data is for Wally Gentleman to give him first-hand information about craft to assist his
understanding of how crafts look, feel and operate for the purpose of filming Sipapu.
44:53 MEETING CONTINUES ON 881128-2b

881128-2b
March 2, 2010
Chris/Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
LIFT-OFF AND COMING BACK AS PER AGREEMENT
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:48
09:42
10:51
11:23
12:53
13:38
15:07
16:55
19:10
22:24
23:09
25:00

Lift-off and Coming Back as Per Agreement
Continuation from 881128-2a of Randall's description of a shuttle craft
Hatonn brings Randall out of trance
You ones are alien to this area and this time period
Why not go back in time?
You have long since outgrown any need for a body
You are always in the right place, doing the right thing at the right time
Very important that our ships in Sipapu match the real thing
Allen, your son is a spaceman
During evacuation some will come and go during the fifteen minutes
Some volunteered to come back and rebuild
The new cities will always be where the Indians gathered
TAPES REPEATS
TAPE CONTINUES PAST FIRST REPEAT
51:41 New Business wil not have "cutesey" names, instead they will be more futuristic--like
Futureonic
55;40 A project cut loose
58:37 END OF TAPE

881130
June 27, 2009
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G. C. Hatonn
"BADGER OF THE UNIVERSE" GIVES SOME HARD LESSONS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:27
02:29
04:00
05:45
06:48
07:38
08:09
10:00
11:00
21:58
23:43
24:15
26:11
26:38
27:45
28:30
31:50
33:31
35:40
37:17
37:35
38:28
39:05

"Badger of the Universe" Gives Some Hard Lessons
Update on Panama project
Are we going to Panama or not?
Hatonn asks for input from everyone
Two portions of yourself--- God Self (Soul) and Body
Crew wallowing in fantasy
Hatonn: I have got to have your minds
How did Panama come to be?
Who is doing who the favor?
TAPE BLANK AND THEN STARTS OVER AS COUNTER ADVANCES
Know what you are doing
Metaphysics and New Age Thinking
No business controlling others
A man will give up everything, even life for a goal
Project is God's project for mankind
Hatonn called "Badger of the Universe"
Ask yourself why you do something, think something
Bankers requirements, mention of corporations
The domes will be so big in size and impact
You are dealing with sophisiticated business persons
Underground is becoming aware of Tehachapi
You are laying groundwork now
Salu, Salu, Salu
END OF MEETING

881213-1a
June 27, 2009
Nicky.Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THE WHY, THE WHO, THE HOW
TIME SUBJECT
00;00
00:51
03:40
06:37
08:12
10:11
10:28
11:45
13:13
14:45
16:00
17;52
18:32
20:53
21:50
24:20
26:21
27:56
30:37
35:27
37:54
40:21
44:44
45;34
46:30

The Why, the Who, the How
Moving into final stages of transition
Bringing the brothers home, bringing the final word
I, Hatonn activate my craft by thought projection
Sipapu is a movie project in fantasy form around ancient teachings, Sister Thedra's book
tells it like it is
Business arrangements in this town are done anonymously
Earth fulfills karmic debt
We look to scanners to determine who is ready to receive
You are all old souls, you volunteered eons ago and made a commitment to be here at this
time to bring your brothers home-- at the least 144,000 of them
The mythology of Atlantis, and Lemuria
The crystal moved to this area, great spiritual relics to be housed in one of the canyons here
Tectonic plates shift the entire ring of fire
The beauty of the crystal described
We have craft at Edwards Air Force Base
How protection is given to our team
We do not go by time but by sequence of events
The demise of the rain forest will produce acid raid in Minnesota
Man will see massive movie presentations, followed by documentaries, knowledge coming
from silver clouds
Technology for surviving
Hoover dam unsafe, Nevada has deadly radioactive waste
Seeds, water will be key and tools to produce necessities
Much help still not revealed to you but will come forward
Be very cautious in your dealings with the military or government
Clear energies...where you have light you have the dark
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881213-1b

881213-1b
June 27, 2009
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
A WORLD TRYING TO STAY AFLOAT
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
01:27
02:00
06:04
08:09
10:24
13:02
15:57
17:55
18:35
21:52
23:02
24:30
25:00
26:38
27:53
31:56
32:37
33:10
35:56
40:01
44:00
45:35

A World Trying To Stay Afloat
There have been other Christ energies on this planet
This is a prison planet and the prison is closing
Some of you will change dimensions because your major thrust is not in this dimension
Keep on your toes and make sure Hatonn comes in light
Toddlers coming in now brighter than ever, the ones coming into this circle will be the
commander's
The only thing you take with you is Soul
You have already done the impossible, and didn't know it
Funding received requires that we do proposals
Some personalities here have played hankie pankie
More information coming into public knowledge
The greatest pain will be in your soul
We will balance what we can
Domes will be 450 ft in diameter x 30 stories high
There will be unbelievable damage and widespread death
Volcanos will erupt, Shasta, Rainier, Lassen and St. Helens again, welcome it
English will be best for publications to be brought forth
If Mexico bankrupts, we fall
All is in place for worst depression ever
Major debt will be credit cards, will be total collapse
Sheiks sold out their country
Most loans will never be repaid
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881213-2a

881213-2a
June 28, 2009
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BUSINESS, GOD, AND MORE BUSINESS
TIME SUBJECT
00.00
01:16
03:05
06:07
06:36
07:08
10:25
11:17
11:35
11:50
12:58
13:40
17:35
18:30
19:18
23:20
25:15
27:00
31:05
34:00
39:43
46:22

Business, God, and More Business
We will give the world a formula of business that is going to blow their minds
TAPE STARTS OVER WITH COUNTER ADVANCING
God is abundant, God is all that is
Man has forgotten and man has a lot of remembering to do
Creations of man are to control through fear
Lord means "Bringer of Law, Universal Truth"
Dharma means "Bringer of Light, Truth
Manifestation is not magic
You are going to create factories that produce extruded metal
Unfortunately the masses do not think--they react
Give man a better way--he will follow
Heavy metal music is worse than pure poison
Homosexual behaviour is called sodomy
It is sequence of events that determine future
Killing animals for the sport of watching them die is unbelievably cruel
Depressions are altered by war-- but not this time
Winds will blow at 150 MPH steady day and night
Difficult situation coming in Israel, Palestine
This operation could have been transferred to Brazil
Canadian oil and Jakes pump
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881213-2b

881213-2b
June 29, 2009
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
MARVELOUS INVENTIONS WILL BE SURFACING
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
04:30
07:55
09:50
11:34
14:30
16:30
17:13
18:30
19:15
33:00
35:08
36:30
39:14
41:23
42:01
44:00
45:01

Marvelous Inventions Will Be Surfacing
Nikola Tesla was one of greatest energies that ever walked on this plane
A group working out of Los Angeles works in ignorance of the dark forces
We can have pump factory here that will have enormous applications
Tesla speaks withDharma often offering detailed information
The domestic market does not want Jake around
Ask us in and we will show you how to write
When you go to bed at night, ask for insight and you will get it
You will need sophisticated systems to get through a volcanic ash winter
New aircraft design being developed that we can use
We have space craft here every night--man does not notice
No one comes in hostility from outer space--it is not allowed
We can encapsulate your planet and it will circulate as a gaseous cloud
Cosmic Council had allowed us to interfere from 250 miles, has now been reduced to 150
miles from yur surface
We must build a system of peace and prosperity
We have encapsulated this mountain to protect the crystal
We have underground cities over the world to protect our political leaders--but not the
populace of our country
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881213-3a

881213-3a
June 30, 2009
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPES: G.C. Hatonn
STORIES ABOUT THE "PHANTOM OF THE NORTH"
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:23
01:04
02:40
05:45
13:47
16:42
20:50
25:59

Stories About "The Phantom of the North"
Pumps make a propeller look silly
Man cannot adapt to change
One of our food substances will be Chlorella and blue green algae in the future
Jake, "Phantom of the North", invited to Canada
Jake designed a pump for nuclear plant
You will need sources of energy on short notice
Discussion shifts to hydrogen
Regarding oil, you will be told there are great shortages--then they will re-institute new
forms of energy
27:02 Humans work better under pressure
31:35 MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881213-3b

881213-3b
June 30, 2009
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
MACHINERY OF MAN AND WORD OF GOD
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
01:13
02:20
02:57
03:25
05:25
06:20
08:20
09:10
17:52
18:22
20:00
21:05
31:25

Machinery of Man and Word of God
The machinery will not tolerate the coming winds
Plastic pipe will be replaced
One hour without power one could freeze to death
Water in Tehachapi is pumped and some comes from the Feather River
A question is asked--"What happens to the rest of the World?"
The new cities will house approximately 144,000 people
Lemuria will rise
TAPE RESTARTS COUNTER CONTINUES TO ADVANCE
Re-fluidizing the polar ice caps
Inner earth is building up new earth mass in the middle of oceans
There is nothing unconnected in this universe—everything is connected to everything
Larry dialogs with Hatonn about bible history
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881213-4

881213-4
JULY 1, 2009
Nicky Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C.Hatonn
TITLES AND DEFINITIONS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Titles and Definitions
00:18 Commander Gyeorgos Hatonn, comes from the Intergalactic Fleet. We are basically in an
evolution, a transition of your planet
01:08 We come in service of our Commander in charge of Earth and of God-Self, Esu from the
Christ Ray, from which all Christness flows, and Sanat Kumara, the Creator Ray of the
Father God
02:00 Sananda, who comes from the Golden Ray, is your emotional stability
02:50 Hatonn also comes as a fragment of the Central Sun
03:30 Hatonn is responsible for the final word to the people
04:45 MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881213-5
881213-5
JULY 6. 2009
Nicky/ Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
HATONN ENJOYS THE INTERACTION IN THIS MEETING
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:30
01:00
01:22
01:54
03:15
04:10
04:24
04:38
04:22
05:37
06:13
06:20
07:15
08:13
16:30
17:41
18:20
21:35
21:37

Hatonn Enjoys The Interaction in This Meeting
There are men on your planet that can become invisible right now
There are men that can levitate
Esu was the beginning and the end of a physical existence
God sacrificed and man killed
Most men don't reason and accept everything as gospel truth
The Father is just, and if it requires discipline--you're going to get it
Why is there good and bad?
The rebel ray of the Father is still the Son of the Father
The two aspects of your own energy is the battle of the universe
Unless you take the route of the Christ you will not make it
You will have ones telling there is not light or dark--that is a lie
There is a dark brotherhood
The Christ stands at the door
Many are lost to the "Church Club"
Man grieves for himself not others
This is a learning school
The Bible was written for man of this place
Aho, and so be it
END OF MEETING

881214-1a
February 8, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: Sananda
READING FROM SANANDA AND MESSAGE OF SEQUENCE
OF EVENTS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Reading from Sananda and Message of Sequence of Events
00:17 Hatonn says the Master Jesus Esu Sananda has come to honor a brother and give sequence
of events
02:52 Todays writing from Sananda read
03:33 A journey of oneness, singular of purpose
05:15 The Father laid forth the law, He decreed it, and it shall come to pass
06:15 Salu, Salu, Salu, the Father, the Son, and ye the Holy Spirit
15:45 End of reading
16:15 Esu speaks, I Am Light
17:45 You are in service to the Father, just as I Am
18:25 It was decreed in the final days one would not have to walk alone
23:59 Much time spent in Peruvian Mountains, photographed in human form in Chichen Itza
28:54 August 17, 1987, Earth was released from prison of bondage
32:24 Your job is to carry the Word as days are short
35:18 Soul must have food, protection against elements, clothing, tools, and Truth
40:20 Pain of suffering comes from soul, degradation of perfection, misuse of gifts
44:30 Clear space of dark brotherhood
45:03 One thousand times a day, call me in
45:37 I lead side by side, sometimes behind, no higher, only granted knowledge
46:12 TAPE CONTINUES ON 881214-1b2
881214-1b2
January 26, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G. C. Hatonn
HATONN AS TEACHER AND OUR RECENT ROLES
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:10
00:14
00:25
00:39
00:56
01:20
02:10
04:12

Hatonn as Teacher and Our Recent Roles
Roles you have been in Higher Dimensions
Dharma means bringer of Truth
Dharma came from Pleides, know as Commander Enu
All of you have cycled last from Pleides for your training and actions upon this place
Hatonn proud as teacher watching you come into your strengths as you have great purpose
Interruption and silence
Tape repeats from beginning
END OF TAPE--MEETING CONTINUES ON Tape 881214-1b

881214-1b
January 16, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: Aton/Hatonn
TEACHING CHILDREN AND EXPERIENCING THE LIGHT
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:50
01:16
03:09
04:00
04:41
04:55
05:32
06:02
07:45
08:11
08:57
09:37
10:01
10:10
10:46
12:35
13:09
13:55
14:30
15:00
15:48
18:37
18:48
20:05
23:14
46:19

Teaching Children and Experiencing the Light
Humor and where it came from
Parents teach discernment, one must experience to learn
Come to Earth to experience, learn from errors
Bless Lighted ones as they guide, we carry the load
Predestination or free will choice, it is both
Shall be as ordained; and decreed of Father God
How one arrives at final separation is your free will choice
Records of Universe hold all
The babe carried the Holy Spirit, child was of human flesh
We have no father except Father God
Meeting is being monitored by surveillance equipment
Information is being discredited and will give no ammunition
Meeting is for dark brotherhood as well as the Light
Hatonn brings Truth, shares with all
No darkness stands in Light, Aton is Light
Aton leaves and Hatonn returns
Thought on receivers experiencing Master's energy
Receivers vocal cords cannot express energy in Truth of such magnificence and perfection
The Master takes any form he chooses
Hatonn wears many hats as Commander in Master's service
Journey made with no impersonality, no missing links, no job lesser, all must be in harmony
at the proper time
Must be exposed to Truth to understand it
No one is ever ready for how Truth comes
Comments on pride
Tape repeats from beginning
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881214-2b

881214-2b
January 26, 2010
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
SIPAPU ODYSSEY, SPIRIT GUIDES, BILL THOMPSON ENGINE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00
00:16
01:10
01:26
02:24
03:08
03:30
05:11
05:26
06:18
07:02
07:25
10:06
11:25
11:34
13:00
13:30
16:20
17:25
18:21
19:41
22:20
23:56
25:04
27:31
28:20
32:48
46:30

Sipapu Odyssey, Spirit Guides, Bill Thompson Engine
Sipapu, Nostradamus, prophecies of the time
Message for the masses
First thrust on author, assumed to be Dharma, script was out
Document going to Sundance, Carl Bryant, Robert Schuller
Carl Bryant meeting with Paul Apodaca
Two crafts over Sundance
Not recognized as Word of God
Dharma speaks for no one
Dark brotherhood, Mr. Lucas, Mr. Spielberg, begin to interfere with packages
Robert Schuller and Crystal Cathedral
Hatonn to Carl Bryant...wants message sent and a response
Hatonn makes tape, wrote letter and it was hand delivered
Will have who we need when time arrives
When Crystal Cathedral comes down
Robert Schuller is good man with beautiful intent
When commitment made to God---remember it!
Everything in its proper sequence and proper time
Information given through the pen, some into the head
Jake Possell contributions and inventions
Telsa Turbine
El Morya plays through the wind of your chimes
Energies find you through guides, guardian angels
All gifted with at least twelve spirits from angelic beings
El Morya, Uriel, Raphael, Azciel, Germain, elementals, the list is too long
As heart opens, purpose becomes clear
Story on Bill Thompson engine
MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 881214-3

881214-3
02-08-10
Dan/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
STORY ON BILL THOMPSON ENGINE CONTINUES
More on the life of Bill Thompson, an automotive engineer, and a discussion on various engine
designs.
Tape begins repeating itself at the 06:40 mark.

